
Benchmarks are a type of 
investing yardstick – they can 
help investors assess 
performance.  But finding an 
appropriate benchmark is 
often more art than science.  
 
A popular benchmark for the U.S. stock 
market is the S&P 500.  There is nothing 
magical about these 500 stocks – they 
are simply the 500 stock that the 
Standard and Poor company believe best 
represent the U.S. stock market 
performance as a whole.  Investors can 
compare an individual stock or a strategy 
against the S&P 500’s performance to 
see if they “beat the market.” 

But comparing non-U.S. investments to 
the S&P 500 may not be appropriate.  
For example, global investors often 
strategize to reduce the risk of large 
losses.  To do that, they invest in many 
asset categories other than U.S. Stocks.  
Accordingly, comparing that strategy to 
the U.S. Market, while helpful, may not 
tell the whole story.  Especially over 
shorter period. 

Here are some examples that show a 
benchmark’s limitations. 
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Credit Abuse 
Resistance 
Education 

CARE is a non-profit organization 

started by a bankruptcy judge in 

New York who saw too many 

people with “stupid debt” in 

bankrutpcy court. 

Kurt Winiecki has volunteered and 

will be teaching credit awareness to 

Chicago and area high school 

students through the CARE 

program. 

WWM’s 
Early 

BITCOIN 
Prediction 
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Global Investing 

Comparing non-U.S. assets to the 

S&P, however, has limitations.  

For example, WWM uses DWS 

Alternative Assets Fund and 

PowerShares Commodity Index. 

As seen here, research firm 

Morningstar categorizes these 

funds as “Other” assets and 

compares them to the S&P 500: 

 

 

The S&P returned 32% last year, 

while DWS returned .91% and the 

Commodity Index returned -

7.68%.  These funds did what they 

were supposed to do:  provide 

exposure to commodities and 

multiple non-U.S. assets.  But 

comparing them (or a strategy that 

uses them) to the S&P  can be 

misleading.  They did their job. 

well.  

Investment managers can create a 

custom benchmark by comparing 

every fund to its own appropriate 

benchmark (if one exists).  

However, merging 25 benchmarks 

into one custom benchmark will 

likely be more confusing than a 

simple benchmark.  A simple, 

understandable benchmark often 

outweighs the utility of a 

massively detailed, custom 

benchmark. 

PIMCO Total Return 

Another example of benchmark limits. 

PIMCO is a great investment company.  

Its Total Return Bond Fund was the 

largest mutual fund in the world for a 

time.  Surprisingly, one reason is its 

benchmark.  Research firm Morningstar 

seeks to compare fund performance to an 

appropriate benchmark.  However, in the 

PIMCO Total Return’s case, it’s not easy. 

 

 

Morningstar compares PIMCO Total 

Return’s performance to the U.S. 

Aggregate Bond Index returns, that fund 

is not a bond fund.  It is a derivatives 

fund.  It invests largely in derivative 

products, uses leverage and makes bets 

on currency directions.  The U.S. Bond 

Index may be the best benchmark for 

this fund, but it’s often not appropriate. 

Because of its benchmark, many, many 

401(k) plan sponsors use this fund as its 

bond alternative.  But if it underperforms 

U.S. bonds, 401(k) Plan Sponsors have a 

big problem.  Employees’ legal claims 

that Plan Sponsors did not understand 

this fund may very well be supported. 

Benchmarks are great tools, but their 

usefulness is often limited. 



Disclaimer:   

Kurt Winiecki no longer practices 

accounting or law.  The general 

comments in this Newsletter are not 

and should not be construed as 

advice.   

This Newsletter may be an 

Advertisement 
Pursuant to the federal CAN-SPAM 

Act and other laws. 

In December 2013, a friend of mine emailed an NPR blog dated 8/24/13 

and asked my opinion.  Here is my unedited email answer on December 

6, 2013 (before Mt. Gox collapsed): 

You want no transaction fees and anonymity, you got it.  People who got robbed by Mt. 

Gox now want our U.S. court system and our federal government (both funded with our tax 

dollars) to step in on their behalf.  Seems like having your cake and eating it too.   

 

U.S. federal regulators are now talking about regulating Bitcoin.  Bitcoin advocates hated 

this idea before Bitcoin’s self-regulation failed.  So much for sticking to your guns. 

BITCOIN 

“It [the NPR blog] completely supports why I think it’s stupid (at this point) to be investing 
in it or thinking it’s a good idea. 
  
1. When a story is run about it being usable to buy heroin and LSD, the price shoots up.   
2. Only criminals care about anonymity (based on their [NPR’s legal expert]) 
3. Lost tens of thousands of Bitcoins because the Bitcoin bank was robbed.  These 

people are SOL.  My job is to reduce the risk of large losses, and this ain’t it. 
  
This was my response to my friend yesterday: 
  

 I’m not excited about a currency whose that is a popular way to make it easy to 

purchase illicit activities, especially if those activities hurt children 

 If I invented Bitcoin, I would also invent programs that would allow me to 

create Bitcoins for my own use or steal them in case it became huge. 

 I don’t see how avoiding relatively small transaction costs is so valuable that it 

is worth the risk of using an unregulated currency where if someone steals it 

(or you throw away your hard drive with $9 million of Bitcoin on it), there is 

zero recourse. 

 It simply reminds me of tulips in 1593” END OF EMAIL 


